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WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

• (1 Cor 2:9 NIV) "No eye has seen, no ear has heard, no mind has conceived what God has prepared for those who love him"

• Heaven Will Be Better Than We Can Imagine

• Heaven Is The Place Of Our Eternal Reward
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

*Revelation 21:1*

- There Will Be A New Heaven & A New Earth.
- The Old Heaven & Earth Will Pass Away.
- There Will Be A New Order Of Things
- There Is No Longer Any Sea
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

Revelation 21:2

• The Holy City Which Comes Down Out Of Heaven

• It Is Prepared As A Bride

• It Is The Eternal Home Of The Redeemed
Revelation 21:3

- God is with men & lives with them. "They are His people and He will be their God."

- God will dwell "With" His people instead of "In" His people
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

• The Greatest Single Aspect Of Heaven: To Be In God's Presence
• We Will Experience An Intimacy With The Lord That Transcends Anything Possible In This Life.
• God Will Actually Live In The New Jerusalem
• Heaven Is Not Heaven Without God’s Presence
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

Revelation 21:4

• Blessed By The Absence Of Grief
• No Sadness
• No Separation
• No Sorrow
• No Suffering
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

• Jesus Will Set Things Properly In Order

• (2 Cor 5:4 NLT) "While we live in this earthly tent, we groan with a feeling of oppression; it is not that we want to get rid of our earthly body, but that we want to have the heavenly one put on over us, so that what is mortal will be transformed by life..."

In Heaven We Get a New Body
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

- Heaven Is the Place of Complete Victory & Glorious Triumph
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

*Revelation 21:5*

- All Things New
- Our Understanding Will Be Complete
- The Effects Of Sin Are Removed
- It Is The Perfect Environment
- A Place Of Intimacy With God For Eternity
- “Write This Down” Is A Reminder That This Is A Divine Declaration
Revelation 21:6

"It Is Done " Means God's Plan Is Finished

God’s Plan Includes:

• Sin & Death Defeated
• Heaven & Earth Renovated
• All Things Made New
• God Makes His Dwelling Place With Man
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

• The Alpha And Omega -- The Beginning And The End

• The First And Last Word In All Things

• He Is The Great Finisher
Revelation 21:7

The Overcomer Inherits:

• God's Finished Plan & God's Fatherhood
• We Must Be Overcomers
• If We Won't Battle For Heaven ... What Will We Battle For?
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

• *Revelation 21:8 (NIV84) —* 8 But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—their place will be in the fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death."

*These Are Those Who Don’t Overcome:*

- Cowardly
- Unbelieving
- Vile
- Murderers

- Sexually Immoral
- Magic Arts
- Idolaters
- Liars
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

• The Lake Of Fire Is Eternal It Is The $2^{nd}$ Death -- There Is No $3^{rd}$ Resurrection
Revelation 21:9-10

• Heaven Is Going To Be A Special And Blessed Union Between Jesus Christ And His Church
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

Revelation 21:11-21

- The Description Of The City
- A New Jerusalem And A New Earth
- The Measurements, Materials, And Appearance Of Heaven
- The Lord Is Preparing For Us A Custom-Made Home That Is Ours For Eternity
• The City Will Have 12 Foundations Named For One Of The 12 Apostles -- A Testimony To The Reward System Of God

• The City Is Going To Be Huge >>> 1500 X 1500 X 1500 Miles
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

_Revelation 21:22-23_

• The Holy City Shines With The Glory And Brilliance Of God Himself

• No Need For A Temple Or For Light

• The Glory Of God Gives The Light -- The Lamb Is The Lamp In The New Jerusalem
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

Revelation 21:24-26

• The New Jerusalem = The Home Of The Church -- The OT & Tribulation Saints

• The New Earth Will Be Home To Israel And Those Saved After The Rapture
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

**Revelation 21:27**

- Nothing Impure Enters.
- Only Those Whose Names Are Written In The Lamb's Book Of Life.
- Heaven Will Hold The Redeemed From All The Ages
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

• In Heaven We Will See Victory Over Satan, Death And Sin

• Heaven Is The Place Of The Great Victory Shout That Rises From The Ranks Of The Redeemed
WHAT WILL HEAVEN BE LIKE?

- Heaven = The Place Of The White Robe And The Shout Of Conquest
- You Can Know The Way There
- There is Only One Way There
- Jesus Is The Way!